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Interpreting Non-Objective Signs of Disability Magnification Behavior
(DMB)

A functional capacity evaluation (FCE), like any other medical evaluation, involves both
objective and non-objective methods of assessment (also referred to the art and science of
the evaluation). A skilled functional capacity evaluator knows how to look for verbal and
non-verbal cues of disability magnification behavior (DMB). DMB is a form of non-organic
illness behavior that does not correlate with known physiological patterns of injury or illness.
DMB is more likely to exist when there are well defined secondary gain issues related to
work avoidance, attention seeking, financial settlements, and desire for early retirement or
long term disability, to name a few. Although there are numerous objective measurements that
are used to identify DMB, non-objective signs of DMB are also important to reinforce the
impression by the evaluator. Some of the many non-objective signs include failure to show
any improvement in condition despite various and numerous medical interventions (“nothing
helps” attitude), denial of ability to work at any physical demand level with or without
restrictions, duration of disability greatly exceeds the normal recovery expectancy time, eye
avoidance when talking about symptoms and /or work capacities, defensive behaviors such as
anger directed at the employer, healthcare provider, “the system” etc., over-emphasis on how
symptoms control life, lack of concern about remedy, acting as a victim, overly emphasizing
how truthful they are, frequent references to religious beliefs, and marked improvement in
behavior and movement quality when not being directly examined. Although none of the
non-objective signs taken alone would be sufficient or reliable to form a final impression
of DMB, the experienced and skilled FCE evaluator will take all non-objective signs into
account, along with results of objective testing, prior to forming a final impression as to the
validity of effort given during the FCE. For more information on FCEs conducted by skilled
and experienced physical therapists, call ISR Physical Therapy.
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